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SRI LANKA TEA PRODUCTION – JANUARY TO FEBRUARY 2021/2020 - in MT

(SLTB)

Auction Quantity Forcast

(Asia Siyaka Commodities PLC)

SRI LANKA TEA EXPORTS – JANUARY TO FEBRUARY 2021/2020 - in MT
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MAJOR IMPORTERS OF SRI LANKA TEA - FEBRUARY 2021 - in MT

(SL Customs - Courtesy Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)

World Tea Crop
The latest tea crop figures of some leading tea producing countries are furnished below (in million Kg).

(Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)

Summary of developments in the major tea producing
countries during March
The China-EU Geographical Indications Agreement signed by China and the European Union, mutually
recognizing each other’s geographical indications, came into effect on 1st March. It is known that 28 of the
products in the list consisting of 100 Chinese geographical indications selected to be protected are covering
tea.
In India, reduced exports to Iran in January led to lower total monthly exports during the month. The
ongoing dry spell of weather remains a concern in Assam and West Bengal regions and it is feared that a
continuation of this weather pattern would have a negative impact on the first-flush teas. The surge in
Covid-19 cases in the second half of March is also a matter of concern but at the present time, tea growing
areas are not known to be much affected.
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Boosted by a 25% growth in exports from Kenya to Pakistan during the month of January, total tea exports
during the month have remained high. Exports to the UK and Russian Federation were also significant. In
a drive to support tea factory operations with renewable energy, plans are afoot to develop more
solar-power plants in Kenya.

Weekly Auctions
Mombasa
The best BP1’s and PF1’s were firm to dearer and Dust grades a weak feature at the first sale of the month
where Egypt, Sudan, Kazakhstan and rest of the CIS countries were more active leading to improved
prices. At the following sale, all major buyers continued to be active but at slightly easier price levels. Led
by Egypt, most major buyers remained active at the following two sales but prices declined further with the
best BP1’s, PF1’s, PD’s and Dust 1’s meeting with irregular demand. At the final sale of the month, except
for the best BP1’s which met strong demand, other tea met with irregular demand.

Kolkata
Continuing the trend that prevailed over the previous month, there was an easier tone to the market at the
first sale of the month. There was not much of a change the following week where local packers remained
active. No auction was held the week after. Demand was somewhat irregular at the next sale where a
small quantity was offered for sale.

Guwahathi
No auction was held during the first week of the month but a small quantity offered at the second week
was absorbed at improved prices. No auctions were held during the third and fourth weeks. The small
quantity of tea on offer in the final week met with fairly good demand.

Kochi
An easier market prevailed at the first sale of the month but
there was good interest for orthodox teas. Demand was
noticeably stronger at the following week’s auction which was
not maintained the week after. There was improved demand at the
next sale, particularly for the Dust grades.

Chittagong
Market was firm at the first sale of the month with very few withdrawals. The reduced quantity on offer
at the next sale drew wide interest at better prices. The small quantity on offer at the final sale of the
season met with strong demand.

Jakarta
There was fair general demand at irregular rates at the first sale of the month with good liquoring CTC
teas slightly dearer whilst the bottom of the market also improved. The larger quantity on offer at the
following sale met with good demand and the market was firm to dearer but demand was irregular at the
next sale. Led by The Russian Federation, UK and USA, demand was stronger at the following sale but
there was only selective demand at irregular rates at the final sale of the month.

Limbe
There was improved demand at firm to dearer rates in the first week which was not sustained the week
after. Demand was much better at the following two sales but the final sale of the month witnessed an
easier market.

(International Tea Committee and Courtesy: Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)
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E-Auction celebrates first year of operation
The Colombo Tea e-Auction platform went live on 4 April 2020 following the first lockdown due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Before the lockdown, the 137-year-old Colombo Tea Auction, the world’s oldest
single origin tea auction, had been operating on a manual outcry system.
According to available data, Colombo Tea e-Auction has facilitated sale of 276 million kilograms of tea
during its first year of operations. Rs. 175 billion worth of tea were sold during 50 weekly sales, says the
system operator CICRA Solutions Ltd.
“The Colombo Tea e-Auction platform is used by all eight tea brokering companies in Sri Lanka and over
300 tea buyers and exporters; it has five concurrent virtual auction rooms. Users of the e-Auction have
access to power analytics and digital dashboards.”

“The Colombo Tea Auction is one of the most complex and highly-regulated auctions in the world. We
managed to incorporate almost all of these features into the Colombo Tea e-Auction platform.
“The first e- Auction took five days as the users had to be trained so they could adopt the technology.
With the users being trained on several occasions, today’s e-Auction is held for two days per week. “As
at present, the e-Auction sells 3.5 lots per minute. Our target is to achieve five lots per minute to reduce
the auction to one day. We have already done the necessary changes to the platform with the support of
the stakeholders to achieve this.”
“Our entire team accepted the challenge, purely based on
supporting the tea industry at the crisis time due to the
COVID-19 lockdown. The entire team worked tirelessly almost
20 hours a day to ensure that tea factories get their price for
their production and in return are able to pay salaries and
bonuses to estate employees before the traditional Sinhala
and Tamil New Year “ says CICRA.
The Tea e-Auction platform has also won several regional
awards from Microsoft and has been featured by the
International Monetary Fund.

(Daily FT)

Gene editing to help Kenyan Tea
Genome editing may help protect Kenya’s most important cash crop tea grown in the country’s prime
highlands from the ravages of climate change.
The crop is facing a near-century of sweeping climatic changes that could diminish its competitive savor. But
a leading African scientist has proposed using the tools of biotechnology to build in climate resiliency and
help maintain the signature flavor that gives Kenyan tea an edge in the international market.
“Tea is grown in many places — Aberdares, Kericho and Mount Kenya areas,” said Professor Shem
Wandiga, former acting director at the University of Nairobi’s Institute for Climate Change and Adaptation
(ICCA). “In the future, after a 2-degree rise in temperature, most of those areas may lose their tea growing
ability. Kericho may still grow tea but it might not be of the same quality, unless we genetically find a brand
of tea that grows with a hotter climate.”
Tea thrives in a hot, moist climate, with temperatures ranging from 10-30C (50-86F) and minimum annual
precipitation of 1250 millimeters (49 inches). It prefers acidic soils, hill slopes that ensure good drainage and
elevations up to 2000 meters (6500 feet). These conditions limit tea production geographically to a few
areas around the world, and the crop is highly sensitive to changes in growing conditions.
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Studies have shown a correlation between variations in climate and both tea quantity and quality, with
research pointing to options for genomic refinement that can help develop a more diversified set of tea
flavors.
Research on the tea tree genome identified expansions of genes associated with flavonoid metabolic
biosynthesis, which enhance catechin production, terpene enzyme activation and stress tolerance — all of
which are important features for tea flavor and adaptation.
Wandiga noted that Kericho, which heavily relies on convectional rainfall from Lake Victoria in East Africa,
could be the biggest casualty of the climate changes afflicting Kenya’s tea-growing regions.
“By the year 2100, and onwards, the amount of evaporation may change, and therefore the rainfall will not
be the same,” Wandiga told the Alliance for Science. “Hence, the temperature on land and in the air over
Kericho may not be suitable for tea growing anymore.”

Even slight increases in temperature could have a profound impact on crops grown globally and in various
parts of Africa, which underscores the need for greater climate resilience, particularly for the dominant
cash and staple food crops.
“A temperature increase of 2 degrees Celsius in Uganda could wipe out the robusta coffee grown in the
country,” Wandiga said.
Kenya and other parts of East Africa have witnessed
various impacts of climate variability that have taken shape
in the continent over the years, marked by increasing
temperatures, sea level rise, changing precipitation
patterns and extreme weather. All of these factors pose
a looming threat to human health, food and water security
and socioeconomic development.
“Crop yields are going to decrease,” Wandiga said. “In some cases, we may not even have the same crops
that we used to have. Irrigation will be more demanded because of the drought, but as demand for
irrigation increases, the water level is decreasing because of changes in precipitation.
Arid and semi-arid land in Africa could increase by between 60 and 90 million hectares, representing a
maximum increase of 8 increases, according to Wandiga. Wheat production may disappear from the
continent by the 2080s, with crop revenues dipping by as much as 90 percent by 2100. Small-scale farms
will be the most affected.
“In Egypt, for example, climate change could decrease national production of many crops, ranging from
-11 percent for rice to -28 percent for soybeans, by the year 2050,” he said. “It is estimated that by 2100,
parts of sub-Sahara Africa will likely experience agricultural losses of between 2 and 7 percent of the
GDP.”
Kenya’s Tea Research Institute acknowledges the expected negative impact of climate change on tea. To
this end, the Institute says it is developing new technologies to mitigate the effects, which includes
development of new tea varieties resistant to negative impacts of climate change.
A study on future climate scenarios and their impact on tea growing in Kenya showed that some areas in
the country would become unsuitable for tea by 2050, which would require farmers to identify alternative
crops. Some of the tea-growing areas will remain suitable for tea, but only when the farmers adapt their
agronomic management to the new conditions their specific areas will experience. There will also be areas
where suitability of tea will increase, while some areas where today no tea is grown will in the future
become suitable for the crop.
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With genome editing, Kenyan tea could retain its distinct liquor and maintain the country’s stronghold in
key global markets, particularly Europe, where the East African country is the leading supplier. But even as
the gathering storm that is climate change builds in the country’s prime tea-producing highlands, the more
daunting challenge may prove to be overcoming Europe’s hesitancy towards genetic engineering.

(Genetic Literacy Project)

West Africa Tea Market to Grow
The West African tea market valued at USD 1.6 billion at retail level in 2019 is projected to reach USD 2.6
billion by 2027 registering a CAGR of over 8.5 % from 2021- 2027 period. The market research companies
attribute this growth to the increase awareness of health benefits of tea and surge in disposable income of
the people. More ever introduction of additional healthy ingredients in tea by different market players
contributed towards the growth of the market. However, the growth in the tea market has been affected in
2021 due to disruption to the supply chain due to COVID 19 but there has been no steep downward trend in
terms of demand, tea being a daily consumable item.
As per International Tea Committee statistics , the
sixteen West African countries have imported about 95
million kg of tea in 2018 and the import volume has
gone up to about 100 million kg in 2019 registering a
growth rate of over 3- 4 percent. Mauritania (16 MKG),
Ghana (15 MKG), Senegal (15 MKG), Nigeria (10 MKG
) , Togo ( 9.5 MKG) Mali ( 5 MKG), Gambia ( 4 MKG)
are the leading buyers of tea in the region.

The significant feature of the West African tea market is that about 80 percent of the tea
consumption is green tea with black tea and other tea varieties having less than 20 percent of the market.
As a result China has become the main supplier of tea to the region but expansion of black tea market
would be possible with a proper awareness campaign on health benefits of tea and also offering
different products to the younger generation. The rise in Café culture, change in taste portfolios and
growth in disposable income are the other factors that could drive the black tea segment. Sri Lanka tea
exports to the region is at around 1-1.5 MKG a year.

In the distribution or sale of tea segment the share of independent grocery stores is expected to come
down while share of other retail outlets will move up during 2021-2027 period. The Specialty Tea Store
segment too is expected to grow by about 10 percent. The tea sales through on line and food service
outlets too are expected to increase.

(Africa Tea News)

Yellow Tea from Bangladesh
After black, green and white tea, growers in Bangladesh have developed highly valued yellow tea, a
development that will take the country to another step forward in saving foreign currencies spent on
importing expensive varieties of the beverage. Even the country can earn more by exporting
higher-priced teas thanks to price competitiveness.
Brindaban Tea Garden in Habiganj has produced yellow tea for the first time in Bangladesh, according
to manager of the garden. Earlier, they have started to produce yellow tea experimentally. Now, they are
producing it commercially. It is first time that Yellow Tea has been produced in the country. The
development of yellow tea will drive innovation and other tea gardens will follow suit.
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Native to China, yellow tea, which has slowly gained popularity across the world, is a little different in
taste, as it offers a fruity and distinct after taste, smooth texture and a pleasing aroma, according to an
article in the Times of India.

The bright yellow colour is not natural and is
attained through a process called "sealed
yellowing". Under the process, the tea
polyphenols are first oxidized to attain the
yellow tinge and then further treated to
preserve the colour and aroma of the dried
leaves, it said.
The authorities put up for auction six
kilograms of yellow tea on 15th March, with each
kg fetching Taka 8,300 (USD 97.00). Popular
Tea House in Sreemangal bought the tea.
Another auction took place at the Sreemangal Auction Centre on March 18. The auction was offered by
Sreemangal Brokers Ltd, and each kg was sold for Taka 12,200(USD 143.00).
The secretary of the Tea Planters and Traders Association of Bangladesh, said: "Yellow tea was
auctioned at the highest price in the history of tea in Bangladesh."
"There is a great demand for yellow tea at home and abroad. If this type of tea is produced commercially,
it will be possible to earn a lot of foreign exchange," the manager has said. No unique tree has to be
planted to produce white or yellow tea. They can be produced from the same plant through special
processing, he said.
Yellow tea commands several times higher prices compared to regular teas in many countries. There is
a huge demand for the tea in European countries, according to market sources.
Brindaban Tea Garden has targeted to produce 500 kg of yellow tea this year. The imported white tea cost
Taka 7,000 per kg (USD 82) while it was available at Taka 4,500 (USD 53) locally.
There are about 32 lakh people in Bangladesh who drink imported white, green, yellow and black tea.

(Daily Star)

India – First flush lower by 25%
Tea estates in Assam and West Bengal have received 50 per cent lesser rainfall in the months of January
and February compared to the same months last year which will impact the production of first flush teas
and that could adversely affect Indian exports, the tea companies said.

First flush teas, which are produced in March and April, are
exported and are also used to freshen up the tea blends. Rainfall
to the tune of 40 cm is required for producing first flush teas but
this year the estates have received only 20 cm of rainfall. The total
production of first flush teas is to the tune of 100 million kg. India is
the largest black tea producer in the world with annual
production of around 1390 million kg. Production of the first flush
crop is estimated to be lower by 25-35 per cent this month in Assam
compared with the 32.19 million kg produced in March 2019
due to drought-like conditions in major tea-growing regions of the
State.
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“The weather is very dry in Assam, the biggest tea producing region in the country. We had an average
rainfall of 15-20 cm in January and February this year compared to 35-40 cm in the same months last year.
Last year, it rained for 10-12 days across the tea estates. But this year it has only rained for 3-6 days,” said
a director, McLeod Russel India.

Dry weather could become a major concern to tea industry and Indian Meteorological Department (IMD)
said summer will be hotter this year in most parts of the country. IMD said that maximum temperature will
be higher than normal across northern, eastern and western India.

(Economic Times / The Hindu)

Indian Tea Exports
Tea Board has now released the export data up to January for the fiscal year 2020-21 which shows a
decline in terms of both the volume shipped and the value earned compared to 2019-20.
In the fiscal year 2020-21 up to January, India’s export price rose to an average of ₹ 259.22 (USD 3.46) a
kg from ₹ 228.02 (USD 3.04) for the same period in the previous fiscal period.
However, this increase in price reduced the orders. Besides, the lockdown in many countries in the world’s
fight against Covid-19 affected tea exports.
Consequently, the volume shipped in the 10 months of the fiscal declined to 172.46 million kg from 207.99
million kg in the same period of 2019-20.
This lower volume pulled down the earnings to ₹ 4,470.48 crore (USD 600 million) from ₹ 4,742.59 crore
(USD 637 million).

Due to winter closure, large volumes of North Indian teas were out of market in February and March as
well. Hence, with only two months’ data remaining, indications are that the shipments and earnings in the
fiscal ending March 31, 2021, would be lower than March 31, 2020.

The CIS continued to top India’s export table till January at
42.64 million kg (previous fiscal: 50.30 million kg) valued
at ₹ 809.52 crore (USD 108 million) (₹818.92 crore) (USD
110 million) with the unit price of ₹ 189.85 (USD 2.53) a
kg (₹ 162.81) (USD 2.17).
Iran accounted for 24.72 million kg (40.70 million kg) valued at ₹ 666.76 crore (USD 89 million) vs. (₹
1134.07 crore) (USD 152 million) at the unit price of USD 3.71 a kg (USD 3.60).
While shipments to most countries saw a decline, the UAE bought a higher volume of Indian tea, especially
in the context of strengthening the overall immunity in the fight against Covid-19.
There was an improvement in the exports to the UAE on all parameters. The volume shipped rose to 10.92
million kg from 10.38 million kg despite the average price rising to ₹ 252.78 a kg from ₹ 222.35 resulting in
the overall earnings rise to ₹ 276.04 crore from ₹ 230.80 crore.
When Indian tea exports are analyzed for the calendar year of 2020, it has fallen by 18 percent or 44
million kg to 208 million kg in 2020 compared to 252 million kg in the previous year. The global tea export
volume too has come down by 76 million kg to 1824 million kg in the pandemic hit last year despite Kenya
recording an increase of its tea exports by 22 million kg.
(Hindu Business)
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Tea Making in UK
Lockdown has seen tea sales surge by 65 percent year over year, comparing figures from 2019 to 2020,
says The Kent and Sussex Tea and Coffee Company in the U.K., an importer, packer and wholesaler that
offers 1,000+ products, including loose leaf teas and tea bags. The company notes that there has also
been a huge interest in how British make tea. The Kent and Sussex Tea and Coffee Company conducted a
survey to conclude once and for all how to make the perfect cup of British tea with tea bags. The study
also lent a keen eye on plant-based milks and their consumption patterns around the U.K.
The survey revealed that 30 percent of Brits disagree on the following brewing method: tea bag goes in
first, boiling water is second and the milk is the final step. But the majority (96 percent) agreed that
microwaving the water is wrong.
The top brewing techniques, as per the survey, for Brits are:
1. Tea bag, water, milk: 70.4 percent
2. Water, tea bag, milk: 12.5 percent
3. Tea bag, milk, water: 6.8 percent
The survey also reveals, 12 percent of Gen Zers in the U.K have their tea with plant-based milk. English
vegans opt for oat milk, and Scottish vegans and British Pensioners prefer hemp milk. Northern Irish and
Welsh vegans love coconut milk the most with their tea.

The survey also shows that vegan milk is becoming more
popular amongst tea drinkers, as 7.3 percent polled
prefer to have their cup of tea with plant-based milk.
However, it should be noted that the majority (75 percent)
of Brits still prefer their cuppa with cow’s milk.
Of those having tea with non-dairy milk, 44 percent
prefer oat milk, and 20 percent opt for almond and hemp
milk, with 15 percent choosing coconut milk.
Plant-based milk preference by gender: A total of 56.6 percent of males and 45.4 percent of females prefer
almond milk. 67 percent of males and 33 percent of females prefer coconut milk. Also, 74.2 percent of
males and 25.8 percent of females prefer hemp milk, while 37.3 percent of males and 62.7 percent of
females pick oat milk.
The study also shows that the U.K. is divided by its non-dairy milk choices. Scottish prefer hemp milk,
English go with Oat and Northern Irish and Welsh go nutty for coconut.
The survey found out that 65 percent of Brits prefer their tea without sugar. A deeper analysis of the data
shows that younger generations are more likely to have a sweet brew; Gen Zers usually add two
teaspoons and Millennials go for three. Meanwhile, the majority of people over 45 years old do not add
sugar to their tea.
The Northern Irish are the most addicted in the U.K. with the majority of respondents having more than five
cups of tea per day. Welsh follow in second place with three to five daily cups. The English and Scottish
share the same levels of tea consumption per day at between one to two cups.
According to research firm Kantar, the British tea industry is currently worth £667m per annum, and over
the last two years, demand for black tea has fallen by 2.7%.
In contrast, demand has risen for other types of tea, with herbal teas now worth £52m and cold infusions
valued at £11.2m.
(UK Tea News)
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Global Iced Tea Sale
A market intelligence company has been tracking the ice tea market for some time, and it says the
market grew at a rate of 5.4 percent in the last few years, primarily due to the global demand for
bottled ice tea. Changing consumer preferences for quick and ready-to-make beverages has
augmented the sales of ice tea across all regions.

Over the coming years, extensive demand for ice tea is expected with the arrival of trendy and flashy
flavors, according to Fact.MR. Also, reduced sugar and health-beneficial unsweetened ice tea is expected
to go mainstream and is predicted to drive the market over the coming years. The industry is also
witnessing high growth in demand for herbal tea and green tea, according to the company.

Overall, the global ice tea market is projected to expand at a healthy CAGR of more than 7 percent
through 2030.
• Bottled ice tea is predicted to grow at a sturdy rate of more than 6 percent CAGR.
• East Asia is the transcendent market with a value of US$33.3 billion in 2019, and is set to balloon at a
vigorous CAGR of 7.2 per during the forecast period.
• Organic ice tea is set to observe a brisk growth rate, while conventional ice tea is projected to have a
slower growth through 2030.
• Regions such as Latin America and the Middle East & Africa are projected to witness a surge at CAGRs
of 8.6 percent and 8.8 percent, respectively.
• By sales channel, online retailers are leading among all globally, in terms of growth rate, and they’re
expected to progress at a high CAGR of more than 9 percent through 2030, while brick-and-mortar stores
are expected to follow next at a handsome CAGR of 7.5 percent.
• An important market, China, is projected to expand at a CAGR of 7.6 percent, while India is set to race
ahead at 9.3 percent.
• The U.S. ice tea market is expected to expand at a CAGR of more than 7 percent through 2030.
• Targeted mergers and acquisitions of trending companies in the ice tea market is a key strategy being
adopted by many market players, according to Fact.MR researchers.

The United States consumes around 85 percent of its tea in ice form, according to the company. Asian
countries such as China, Japan and India are also expected to witness whopping growth due to
considerable increase in population, rising per capita income of the populace, and health-conscious
consumers looking for sugar-free beverages that are low in caffeine content and rich in minerals.
Europeans are generally considered hot tea drinkers, but a horde of flavor offerings are changing
consumer needs have helped the market grow steadily.
(Fact.MR)
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US Hot Tea market
Global Data reports that in 2019, the U.S. hot tea market stood at $2.8 billion and is expected to have a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.8 percent through 2023, reaching $3.4 billion. The projected
growth is expected to come from the category’s plethora of innovative solutions.
“New, distinct flavors are a key driver of the hot tea market,” said a consumer analyst at United
Kingdom-based Global Data, in a statement. “Globalization and migrating influences from Asia has led to
the rise in green and herbal teas, with Western consumers demanding their own spin on these favorites,
and new, distinct flavors being a key driver.”
The market research firm also highlighted how generational demographics are coming into play when it
comes to tea innovations. Citing its 2019 Q4 consumer survey, Global Data found that 48 percent of U.S.
consumers indicate that traditional black tea is the type of tea that they most often consume. However,
that number is only 19 percent if you just ask Generation Z consumers, who named green tea as the
varietal most likely to be consumed with 38 percent of respondents indicating as such.
Flavor also is a major driver for Gen Z and
millennial consumers when it comes to tea. When asked
about flavor/infusion preferences, Gen Z reported herbal
and sweet flavors at 67 percent each, respectively. By
comparison, millennials stated fruity and herbal teas with
72 and 64 percent, respectively, according to Global
Data’s survey.
“This offers manufacturers the chance to premiumize their offerings, leveraging on unique flavor
combinations, as well as natural and sustainable labels that feed into consumers’ perception of ‘high
quality,’” the analyst stated.

Although the premium path could create opportunities for the hot tea market, it will not be without its
challenges — even from within its own category.
“Obstacles remain to achieving the type of growth coffee has seen, especially out of home ". “The
ready-to-drink (RTD) tea segment remains a threat to the hot tea market, as it is quicker and easier to
consume on-the-go. Convenience is a deciding factor for many consumers, and, if given the choice, they
will often opt for a RTD tea/beverage rather than waiting the few minutes it takes to brew a cuppa.”
Tea bags and loose-leaf tea had sales of more than $1.2 billion, a 3.5 percent increase over the prior-year
period. And while Lipton tea was No. 1 in the sub-segment with nearly $218 million in sales, it contracted
1.9 percent, while No. 2 Bigelow saw growth of 10.4 percent and sales of nearly $189 million. Tea mixes
notched $253 million in sales, with a 1.9 percent increase over a year ago.
Surging in marketplace recognition was Teavana, a brand of Seattle-based Starbucks Corp. The line of
hot tea sachets and loose-leaf herbal infusions saw a double-digit climb of 79.3 percent and sales of
$14.8 million in multi-outlets and convenience stores for the 52 weeks ending March 22, IRI data states.
While retail sales of U.S. teas are slightly up, a senior analyst at New York-based Beverage Marketing
Corporation (BMC), notes a slight decline in the overall tea market. “The overall U.S. tea market declined
by 1.9 percent in volume, with all segments - RTD tea, tea bags, iced tea mixes, loose tea and tea pods
declining,”.
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Yet, the report notes that competition for standard tea is mounting. “Black tea bags have a lot of
competition to reckon with in the evolving beverages market. This competition is coming from the
fruit/herbal tea category and from the organic segment,” the report states.
As the tea market looks to gain back some of its losses from the past year, experts note that health and
wellness, premiumization, botanical blends and low-alcohol hard teas and seltzers are giving a lift to the
tea category.
While standard black tea faces increasing competition, report points out that organic black tea are the
best-performing varietal and one of the best-performing segments overall.
With the number of flavor innovations and tea styles continuing to evolve, experts predict low-digit growth
for the overall tea category, which could drive sales by offering more premium products, particularly as tea
producers face stiff competition from health-and-wellness brands.
(US Beverage Industry)

Vietnam Tea Exports
The Vietnamese tea sector saw positive signs in exports in the first two months of 2021 when shipping
17,000 tonnes abroad and earning 29 million USD, down 1.6 percent in volume but up 11 percent in value
year-on-year.

In January, Vietnam’s tea exports to Pakistan – its biggest
importer – rose by 0.9 percent in volume and 8.9 percent in
value.
Last year, Vietnam exported nearly 135,000 tonnes of tea
and pocketed 217 million USD, down 1.8 percent in volume
and 7.8 percent in value compared to those in 2019.
According to a report of the US Department of Agriculture, the COVID-19 pandemic has affected
consumption trends. Consumers have paid more attention to their health, so they are willing to pay for
products that less affects the environment.

OPEC and Allies to increase oil production
The OPEC oil cartel and allied countries have decided to add gradually some 2 million barrels of oil per day
from May to July, moving cautiously in pace with the recovery of the global economy from the COVID-19
pandemic.
The group is adding back production that was slashed last year to support prices as demand sagged during
the worst of the pandemic recession, which sapped demand for fuel. The group will add back 350,000
barrels per day in May, 350,000 in June, and 400,000 in July. Meanwhile Saudi Arabia will restore an
additional 1 million barrels per day in cuts that it made on its own.
OPEC members, led by Saudi Arabia, and non-members, led by Russia, have been meeting monthly to
determine production levels as they face a recovery in demand whose pace has been uncertain. They face
conflicting pressures. Raising production before the demand is there risks sending prices lower. But lower
production levels deprive national budgets of money at a difficult time.

Oil prices were trading higher despite the decision to increase production, suggesting markets see
more than adequate demand for the added oil. Crude oil traded 4.0 per cent higher at USD 61.56 per barrel
in trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange while Brent crude rose 3.5 per cent per barrel to USD
64.96.
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Saudi Arabia's Energy Minister, who has urged careful
approach with the recovery still uncertain, said that the
cautiousness is still there in the group's approach. Ahead of
the meeting, he had warned that until the evidence of
recovery is undeniable, we should retain this cautious
stance, the waves are still tall and the seas remain rough.
One reason is the new wave of infections in Europe, which is
holding back the economy amid a slow vaccine rollout.
He noted that the reductions would only take effect from May, meaning that the Saudi voluntary cut still had
a month to run. He also said that under the agreement, the group could tweak, or adjust production as
needed in coming months.
(Business Standard)

Currency News- March
Digital Yen
The Bank of Japan (BOJ) began experiments to study the feasibility of issuing its own digital currency,
joining efforts by other central banks that are aiming to match the innovation in the field achieved by the
private sector.

The first phase of experiments, to be carried out until March
2022, will focus on testing the technical feasibility of
issuing, distributing and redeeming a central bank digital
currency (CBDC), the BOJ said in a statement.
Global
central
banks
are
looking
at
developing
digital currencies to modernize their financial systems, ward off
the threat from crypto-currencies and speed up domestic and
international payments.
While China leads the pack, the BOJ has been speeding up efforts to catch up with a plan announced in
October to begin experimenting on how to operate its own digital currency.
(Reuters)

USD Steady
The dollar steadied ahead of data from the United States that is expected to show an increase in job
creation and a lower unemployment rate for March, as the world’s largest economy maintains a steady
recovery from the pandemic.
Sentiment for the dollar has improved in recent weeks, while Treasury yields have spiked, as the Biden
administration’s planned stimulus of over $2 trillion and a rapid COVID-19 vaccine roll out spurred economic
optimism as well as inflation fears.
Analysts say the dollar’s ascent to multi-month highs is likely
to continue as more investors bet on economic recovery.
“It’s not just speculators that are betting on the dollar,” said
foreign exchange strategist at Daiwa Securities. “Asset
managers are also cutting their shorts in other currencies to
make way for a dollar surge.”
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“As long as the economy improves and Treasury yields rise, the dollar will too,” the strategist added.
The dollar last traded at 110.62 yen, not far from its strongest level in a year.
Against the euro, the dollar was quoted at $1.1777, near a five-month high.
The greenback was steady at 0.9417 Swiss francs, after losing 0.2% a week ago.
The British pound was little changed at $1.3843.
(Reuters)

Slow economic recovery in Europe
The IMF announced that the Eurozone economy would expand faster than previously expected in 2021, but
Europe will be slower than the US to recover from the pandemic shock.
In its latest outlook for the world economy, the International Monetary Fund said gross domestic product in
the 19 countries that use the euro would grow by 4.4 percent this year.
This figure was up by 0.2 percentage points from a forecast in January, but trailed the institution's new
prediction for the US, where GDP growth is now expected to hit 6.4 percent, a big revision upwards of 1.3
percent.
Worryingly, the IMF's outlook for Europe was much lower than it had anticipated six months ago, before the
second and third waves of Covid-19 cases brought a fresh round of restrictions and disruptions.
And, while the Chinese economy already returned to pre-pandemic health last year and the United States is
expected to do so this year, Europe will not do so until mid-2022, the IMF said.
"A year is a long time in the grim duration of this disease,"
acknowledged euro group chief who is also Irish finance
minister.
The IMF said the gaps with the US could be attributed to
multiple factors, including different responses to the pandemic,
with Europe resorting to far tougher restrictions.
IMF chief economist said the slow rollout of vaccinations was
also one of the bloc's "biggest challenges" and that this has left
Europe "a couple of months" behind the US.

Also to blame, the body said, were "pre-existing trends, and structural rigidities predating the crisis," with
Europe's economy being seen as less adaptable than that of the US.
"In the United States, the first shock in 2020 was smaller and the 2021 rebound was greater. There were no
second or third wave confinements either, so the economic impact was weaker," said a spokesman of ING
bank.
Economists also point to a more feeble response in Europe to fighting the recession than what has been
delivered in the US, especially under the new Biden administration.
The EU is still struggling to implement a 750 billion euro ($885 billion) stimulus plan that would be added to
individual national rescues that were unveiled last year.
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It was agreed in July, ratified in December, but still needs a final sign off from the 27 EU member states,
which might be delayed even further after a court decision in Germany.
The IMF said that the ambition of the US response was so great, including a $1.9 trillion stimulus as well as
an infrastructure plan that "spillover" effects to Europe and other trading partners were to be expected.
It was acknowledged that Europe has cushioned the shock of the pandemic with short-time working
measures that have saved jobs, "but at no time has there been any momentum created by economic
policy."
(Daily Star)

Suez Canal impact may continue for months
It was a big relief for the global maritime trade as the container ship ‘Ever Given’ that blocked the critical
Suez Canal was successfully refloated after six days. But the blockage is going to have a ripple effect on
the container trade, aggravating the already global container imbalance and increase in freight rates in the
coming days.
Due to the blockage, over 350 ships, including a large number of container vessels, were at anchorage to
pass through the canal. The global container capacity is around 24 million TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent
units).

A leading expert in the container shipping industry, based in
Denmark, said that blockage could cause the delay of 1,
10,000 TEUs of cargo. It simultaneously delays the
movement of 55,000s TEU of containers back to Asia per day
– further adding delays to getting empty containers available
in Asia. Adding to this the impact on Asia-US/EC and
Mid-East/India to Europe services via the Suez Canal, he said.
As the container imbalance caused by the Covid-19 pandemic was settling down, the blockage has
aggravated the situation. “We can expect freight rates to increase soon,” said a Chennai-based
International Clearing and Shipping Agency.
In an advisory, the Danish shipping line Maersk said that even when the canal gets reopened, the ripple
effects on global capacity and equipment are significant and the blockage has already triggered a series of
further disruptions and backlogs in global shipping that could take weeks, possibly months, to unravel.
Mediterranean Shipping Company, a Swiss-Italian international shipping line, says that the incident is to
have a very significant impact on the movement of containerized goods, disrupting supply chains beyond
the existing challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic.
(Hindu Business)

Home Stay Brits drinks more Coffee
Nearly a third – 28% -- of British people now drink more coffee in an effort to deal with the stress of the
Covid-19 pandemic, according to recently published research from Coffee Direct, a company that has been
selling coffee online since 2007.
Research carried out by Coffee Direct found that Brits consume a whopping 78 million extra cups of coffee
a day since the pandemic began, largely as a result of the increased number of people working from home.
Only around 1 in 10 people (13%) said they drink less since March 2020.
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According to Coffee Direct, 1 in 5 Brits claim their caffeine consumption “escalated” and that they drink
more coffee every day. More than 1 in 5 (22%) are now consume 2 or more cups a day than they were
pre-pandemic; 1 in 10 drink 3 more a day; and 4% consume 4-7 more cups a day.
The most common reasons stated for drinking more coffee at
home included taking more breaks (62%); helping with
stress (28%); and increasing motivation (27%). The research
also shows that, on average, people drink around fewer
takeaway coffees per week.
“The way in which our lives have been transformed by Covid-19
has heavily impacted our daily routines, which has seemingly
resulted in an increasing number of cups of coffee being
consumed,” said Lewis Spencer, founder, Coffee Direct.

“This trend is supported by 96% uplift in online coffee orders since late March last year, across our entire
range of freshly roasted coffee beans, including filter, espresso, percolator and cafeteria lines. We’ve also
seen an increase in orders for whole bean coffee, which suggests that there has been an increase in the
number of people keen to grind their own beans and make their coffee from scratch – perhaps because
they have more time to do so, now they’re working from home.”
Psychologist and wellbeing consultant says, “When we are working at home, we are surrounded by more
environmental cues to “brew up” – our domestic environments are designed to live, relax and express
ourselves in. As we have more authority over our working patterns, incorporating making a coffee into our
schedule, gives us those moments of disconnection that are vital to our wellbeing. With the coffee shop
experience limited by lockdown, it can also feel like a treat to make a coffee. What is clear is that making of
coffee is gaining significance as an activity that provides consumers with a range of benefits.”
(Coffee Direct)

